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This app is only available in the App Store for iPhone and iPad. The Berlin Metro is the best navigation app for U-Bahn and S-Bahn. The free app includes an official BVG map and a route planner to make getting around Berlin on public transport simple and stress-free. Brandenburg Gate and Charlie's checkpoint @SbahnBerlin
@BVG_Ubahn. There is a Mapway app for many of the busiest transportation systems in the world including Hamburg Metro, Munich Metro, Metro Map London Underground and New York Subway.Join berlin Underground and other Mapway apps on Facebook and Twitter - just search for MapwayApps! Plan. Route. Relax.Berlin Subway
Premium is available as a subscription in the app: 2.49 euros per month or 7.99 euros per year, or as a one-time purchase of 16.99 euros. Prices can vary depending on the location. Cancel at any time, for any reason. You will be charged from your iTunes account when you confirm your purchase. The subscription is automatically
renewed if the automatic extension is not disabled at least 24 hours before the end of the current period. Your account will be charged for an extension for 24 hours until the end of the current period, due to the price level you have chosen. Subscriptions can be managed, and automatic updates can be disabled by setting up an account in
your iTunes account. Any unused part of the free trial period, if offered, will be cancelled when you purchase a subscription to this publication where applicable. Read our terms in full mapway.com/terms September 14, 2020 Version 2.1.1 Thanks for downloading the app. We regularly update the app to make it better for you. This update
includes some bug fixes and performance improvements. To make sure you don't miss anything, just keep your updates on. Do you have a question? Click Support in the On in-app section. I use this almost every day in Berlin and it never lets me down! Thank you so much for not having time to consider. :) I like to use this app for
commuting and route planning. The only problem I have is that the subway map is now out of date. In recent months, there have been some line changes (such as S9) that do not appear on the current map. Please update his :) We apologize for the delay. We were waiting for the next official map from the transport department. will be
introduced to the app very soon. Thanks for the review. :) It doesn't work - you still get advertising, and if you contact for support, they say it's Apple's fault. A good way to rip you off for $2.99 is without doing any work. I liked the free Berlin metro, but they didn't update it for iOS 11, so I bought this one. It's ok, nothing stellar, and he still has
these ads. We apologise for any inconvenience caused. I pursued this with our support team. They had a look at the problem and couldn't find anything on our side. In rare cases like this we recommend contacting apple support to see if they can see anything. Once again we apologize for the inconvenience. Please email
Support@Mapway.com if you need more help. The developer of the Website App Privacy Policy you can find on this page a map of the Berlin metro. Berlin u bahn, metro, metro or metro is a transit system serving the city of Berlin (Germany) with urban, commuter and commuter train, tram, bus or ferry. The metro network has 10 lines and
173 stations, forming a 90-mile (146 km) rail network. The Berlin Metro, which carries 457.5ml of passengers per year, has been in existence since 1902 and is operated by BVG (Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe). Its network includes the following 10 lines: U1 Line: Uhlandstra'e ↔ Warschauer Strache - U2 Line: Pankov ↔ Ruleben - U3 Line:
Nollendorfplatz ↔ Krumme Lane - U4 Line: Nollendorfplatz ↔ Innsbrucker Platz - U5 Line: Alexanderplatz ↔ Huns: Berlin Hauptbahnhof ↔ Brandenburger Thor - U6 Line: Alt-Tegel ↔ Alt-Marieendorf - U7 Line: Rathaus Spandau ↔ Rudow - U8 Line: Wittenau ↔ Hermanstrasse - U9 Line: Rathaus Stregliz ↔ Osloer Strasse Rapid
Transport System Berlin, Germany U-Bahn Berlin Oberbaum BridgeOverviewOwnerBerliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG)LocaleBerlinTransit typeRapid transitNumber lines10 (U1-U9 and U55) 2017) 118 years ago (1902)Operator (s)Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe (BVG)Train length of 100 meters (330 feet)Headway4-5 minutes
(daytime)TechnicalSystem length 151.7 km (9 Track gauge1,435 mm (4 feet 8 1⁄2 in)Electrification750 v DC Third RailAverage speed30.7 km/h (19.1 mph) Legend Rathouse Spandau Alt-Te Altstadt Spandau Bordzigwerke sitadel Holjauser Strasse Haselhorst Otisterstrache Sarnveberstrastre Rohrdamm Kurt-Schumacher-Platz
Siemensdamm Afrikanish Stramse Rehberge Jakob-Kaiser-Platz Sister Jungfernheide Mierendorffplatz Wittenau Richard-Wagner-Platz Rathaus Reinikendorf Karl-Bonhoffer-Nervenklinik Rukhleben Lindauer Ali Olympia-Stadium Paracels-Bad Noi-Westend Residenzstra Franz-Neumann-Platz Kaiserdam Oslo Strasse Sophie-Charlotte-
Platz Punkstrache Gesundbrunnen Krumme Lanke Voltastrache Uncle Toms Hatte Bernauer Guardian Oscar-Heil-Heim Rosenthaler Platz Tilplaist Dorf Podbielskille Naweener Plattebachplatz Roopoldplatz Roedesheimer Platz Amrumer Streidelberger Platz Westhaven Birkenstrasse Bismarstrstrra Square Ernst-Reuters-Platz
zoologistsser Garten Uhlandstra'e Wedding Kurfurstenda Rynikendorfer Strache Schwarzkopfstrasse Wilmersdorfer Strasse Naturkundemuseum Adenauerplatz Oranienburger Thor Constanzer Stra Friedrichstrasse Ferbeliner Platz Blissstrestras Hohenzellernplatz Spychernstrasse Gunzelstrasse Augsburger Strasse Strassei Strasse
Berlin Strasse Friedrich-Wilhelm-Platz Nollendorfplatz Schloshstrasse Byistrasse Byistrasse Platz Stregliz Rathaus Schoeneberg Innsbruck Platz Bulowstrache Gleisdrajek Kurfurstenstrrasse Mendelssohn-Bartoldi Park Potsdamer Platz Hauptbahnhof Morenstra Brandenburger Thor Eisenaher Strasse Kleistpark French Street Yorckstra'e
Stadtmitte Mukernbryke Kochstrache Halless Thor Mehringdamm Gneiseenaustre House Sudstern Spittelmark Museum Museum Of the Alt-Tempelhof Red Town Hall Kaiserin-Auguste-Strasse Alexanderplatz Ulsteinstrrasse Westfalweg Jannowitzbreke Alt-Marieendorf Heinrich-Heine-Streise Mori Princess Strasse Cottbusser Thor Rosa-
Luxembourg-Platz Gurlitzer Banhof Senefelderplatz Silesian Gate Eberswalder Strasse Warsaw Strasse Strasse S hyunhauser Allee Schoentastras Shnenlyinstrash Pankov Hermanplatz Shillingstrasse Leinestrasche Straussberger Platz Hermannstrasse Weberstrasse Weberstrasse Webervia Frankfurter Thor Rathaus Noikeln
Samarterstrasse Karl-Marx-Strasse Frankfurter Alli Neukolln Magdalen Magdalenstrasse Grenzalli Lichtenberg Blascolli Friedrichsfeld From Lake Elsterverderaer-Platz Lipsitzal Vuhltal Wuhltalli Vutsjelli Kaulsdorf-Nord Tsvikauer Damm Neu Grottkauer Stratkau Rudou Cottbusser Platz Hellersdorf Louis-Lewin-Strache Hyonov link between
and due to be completed in 2020. The French Road station will be replaced by Unter den Linden (unlike the S-Bahn station with this name before), providing transmission between them. Up and down correspond (very) to the west and east, respectively. This chart: viewtalkedit Train entering Nollendorfplatz, one of Berlin's original stations
U-Bahn The latest model of Berlin U-Bahn called Icke, introduced in 2015 Berlin U-Bahn ('u.ba'n) is an abbreviation of the metro, underground railway) is a fast transit railway and system in Berlin, capital of Berlin and much of the city's public transport system. Together with S-Bahn, a network of commuter rail lines, and a tram network that
operates mainly in the eastern parts of the city, it serves as the main means of transportation in the capital. Opened in 1902, U-Bahn serves 173 stations scattered across ten lines with a total length of 151.7 km (94.3 miles), of which about 80% is underground. Trains run every two to five minutes during rush hour, every five minutes until
the end of the day and every ten minutes in the evening. During the year, U-Bahn trains traveled 132 million kilometers (82.0 million miles) and carried more than 400 million passengers. In 2017, 553.1 million passengers traveled to U-Bahn. The entire system is maintained and operated by Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe, commonly known as
BVG. Designed to facilitate traffic coming in and out of central Berlin, the U-Bahn was quickly expanded until the city was divided into East and West Berlin at the end of World War II. Although the system remained open to residents on both sides at first, the construction of the Berlin Wall and subsequent restrictions imposed by the
Government of East Germany restricted cross-border traffic. The East Berlin U-Bahn lines from West Berlin were torn apart, except for the two West Berlin lines that ran through East Berlin (U6 and U8). They were allowed to pass through East Berlin without stopping at any of the stations that were closed. Friedrichstrasse was an
exception because it was used as a transmission point between the U6 and west Berlin S-Bahn system, as well as the border crossing to East Berlin. The system was fully renewed after the fall of the Berlin Wall and the reunification of Germany. Berlin U-Bahn is the most extensive underground network in Germany. In 2006, travel on U-
Bahn was equivalent to 122.2 million km (76 million miles) of road travel. Main story article: The history of Berlin's U-Bahn Berlin U-Bahn was built in three main phases: until 1913: the construction of the Kleinprofil network (small profile) in Berlin, Charlottenburg, Schoeneberg and Wilmersdorf; Until 1930: the introduction of the Groshprofil
(large profile) network, which established the first lines from north to south; Since 1953: further development after the Second World War. In an attempt to achieve his own improvement, Schoeneberg also wanted to have a connection with Berlin. The elevated railway company did not believe that such a line would be profitable, so the city
built the first locally funded underground in Germany. It was opened on December 1, 1910. Just a few months earlier, work began on the fourth line, which would link Wilmersdorf in the southwest with the rising Berlin U-Bahn. The development of the U-Bahn 1902-2009 Early network ran mainly east to west, connecting richer areas in and
around as these routes were deemed the most profitable. profitable. in order to open up the network to more of Berlin's employees, the city wanted the north-south line to be established. In 1920, the surrounding areas were annexed to the grosh-Berlin (Greater Berlin) form, eliminating the need for many negotiations, and giving the city
much greater bargaining power over the private Hochbahngesellschaft (elevated railway company). The city also mandated that the new lines use wider carriages operating on the same standard gauge to provide greater passenger capacity; they became known as the Groshprofil (big profile network. Construction of the Nord-Sud-Ban
railway (North-South), which connects Wedding in the north with Tempelhof and Neukeln in the south of the country, began in December 1912, but was halted due to The First World War. On January 30, 1923, the first section between Hallesdemuseum opened between Hallesdemuseum and Becamethiner Banhof, and two months later it
was pre-strasse. Desperately underfunded, the new line was to use trains from the old Kleinprofil network; Wagon exits had to be widened to fill the gap on platforms with wooden boards that passengers jokingly called Blumenbretter (flower pots boards). The line is branched out in Bel-Alliance-Strache, now (Mehringdamm); the extension
south of Tempelhof opened on December 22, 1929, a branch in Grenzally on December 21, 1930. In 1912, AEG's plans to build its own north-south metro line, named GN-Bahn, were approved after its term, Gesundbrunnen and Neukoln, through Alexanderplatz. Financial difficulties halted construction in 1919; the liquidation of AEG-
Schnellbahn-AG and Berlin's commitment to Nord-Syd-Ban hampered further development until 1926. The first section opened on 17 July 1927 between Boddinstrasse and Schoenleinstrasse, and the Hermannplatz intermediate station was the first station where passengers could be transported between two different Groprofil lines. The
completed route was opened on April 18, 1930. Before control of the U-Bahn network was fully transferred to BVG in 1929, Hochbahngesellschaft began construction on the end line, which, unlike previous lines, was built as part of the Gro'profil network. Major developments were halted in 1930. The seizure of power by the National
Socialists brought many changes that affected Germany, including U-Bahn. In particular, the national flag was displayed at each station and two stations were renamed. Extensive plans were drawn up, mainly by architect Albert Speer, which included the construction of a ring line crossing the established U-Bahn lines and new lines or
extensions for many areas. Despite such grandiose plans, no development of U-Bahn occurred. In the Nazi the only addition to Berlin's underground railways was the S-Ban Tunnel, which opened in 1936-1939. During World War II, U-Bahn travel took off as the use of cars dropped, and many of the subway stations were used as air raid
shelters; however, Allied bombs damaged or destroyed much of the U-Bahn system. Although the damage was usually repaired fairly quickly, reconstructions became more difficult as the war continued. Eventually, on April 25, 1945, the entire system stopped when the power plant, supplying the grid, failed. After the unconditional
surrender of Nazi Germany after the Battle of Berlin, there were 437 damaged points and 496 damaged cars. U-Bahn and S-Bahn networks in East Berlin, 1984 The war damaged or destroyed most of the network; however, by the end of 1945, 69.5 km of track and 93 stations had been used, and the reconstruction had been completed in
1950. However, the subsequent division of Berlin into the eastern and western sectors led to further changes in U-Bahn. Although the network covered all sectors and residents had freedom of movement, West Berliners increasingly avoided the Soviet sector, and since 1953 loudspeakers on trains have been warned as they approach the
border, where East Germans' passage into western sectors has also been subject to restrictions imposed by their government. On June 17, 1953, a general strike was declared, which resulted in the closed of sections of the Berlin U-Bahn, which passed through East Berlin. Immediately after the strike, the following day, rail service on Line
A was resumed and communication C was resumed to provide links with Nordbangof and Friedrichstrasse. Between 1953 and 1955, a 200-kilometre plan was developed detailing the future development of U-Bahn, which will grow to 200 km (124.3 miles). The expansion of Line C, which will run from Tegel to Alt-Marieendorf, was
considered the highest priority: on May 31, 1958, the northern extension of Tegel was opened. A third north-south line was required to bypass East Berlin and provide rapid transport links to densely populated areas in Steglitz, Wedding and Reinikendorf. The first section of the G line was built between Leopoldplatz and Spichernstra'e,
with the intention of extending it at both ends. It was planned to open the G line on September 2, 1961, but the earlier opening on August 28 was prompted by the announcement of the construction of the Berlin Wall. The following crisis was followed by the construction of the Berlin Wall on 13 August 1961, which split Berlin east and west.
U2 was divided into two sections, and for north-south lines trains were not allowed to stop for passengers and become Geisterbahnhof (ghost stations) patrolled by armed East German border guards. passengers were allowed to disembark at Friedrichstrasse, the designated border crossing. Land. further consequence over the years is
that most of berlin's S-Bahn passengers boycotted Deutsche Reichsbahn, and shifted to U-Bahn with numerous expansion. Since 9 November 1989, after months of unrest, travel restrictions on East Germans have been lifted. Tens of thousands of East Berliners heard the statement live on television and flooded border checkpoints,
demanding entry to West Berlin. Jannowitzbruke, a former ghost station, reopened two days later as an additional checkpoint. It was the first station to reopen after the opening of the Berlin Wall. Other stations, Rosenthaler Platz and Bernauer Strasse on U8, soon followed suit; and by July 1, 1990, all border crossings will be removed. In
the decade following the reunion, only three short extensions of U-Bahn lines were made. In the 1990s, some stations in the eastern part of the city still wore bullet-covered tiles at their entrances, resulting in World War II combat damage during the Battle of Berlin. They were removed by December 21, 2004. U-Bahn Network System Map
U-Bahn in 2020 Routes Home article: Berlin U-Bahn Infrastructure U-Bahn has ten lines: Line Route Open Length Stations Color Uhlandstra'e - Warschauer Strasse 1902-1926 8 814 km (5.477 mi) 13 RAL 6018 Pankov - Ruleben 1902-2000 20.716 km (12.872 mi) 29 29 xRAL 2002 Krumme Lan - Varshauer Strashe 1902-1929 18.9 km
(11,744 miles) 24 RAL 6016 Nollendorfplatz - Innsbrucker Platz 31910 2.864 km (1.780 mi) 5 RAL 1023 Alexanderplatz - Heunov 1930-1989 18.356 km (11.406 mi) 20 RAL 8007 Hauptbahnhof - Brandenburger Thor 2009 1.470 km (0.913 mi) 1923-1966 19.888 km (12.358 mi) 29 RAL 4005 Rathaus Spandau - Rudow 1924-1984 31.1 760
km (19,735 mi) 40 RAL 5012 B 1927-1996 18.042 km (11.211 mi) 2 4 RAL 5010 Rathaus Steglitz - Osloer Stras 1961-1976 12,523 km (7,781 miles) 18 RAL 2003 Stations For a more comprehensive list, see the list of Berlin stations U-Bahn. Among Berlin's 170 U-Bahn stations, many people with particularly striking architecture or
unusual design characteristics: Hermannplatz at U7 Hermannplatz at U8 Hermannplatz resembles something like the U-Bahn Cathedral. The platform is 7 meters high, 132 meters long and 22 meters wide. It was built in connection with the construction of the first north-south line (North-Syd-Ban), now U8. At the same time, the
architecturally important Carstadt department store adjacent to the station was being built. Karstadt contributed a large sum of money to the station decoration and was in return rewarded with direct access from station to shop. Hermannplatz was also the first U-Bahn station in Berlin equipped with escalators. Today Hermanplatz is busy
between U7 and U8. Alexanderplatz on the U8 before the reconstruction in 2004 of Alexanderplatz at U2 Alexanderplatz at U5 Alexanderplatz station is another of the most notable U-Bahn stations in Berlin, and is an important interchange between the three lines (U2, U5 and U8). The first part of the station was opened in 1913, along
with the expansion of today's U2 line. In the 1920s, Alexanderplatz was completely redesigned, both above ground and underground. The U-Bahn station has been expanded to provide access to the new D (today U8) and E (today U5) lines, which will be under construction at the time. The result was a station with a low-key blue-gray tile
color scheme and the first underground shopping facilities in Berlin, designed by Alfred Grenander. Over the past few years, the Alexanderplatz station has been gradually restored; work was due to be completed in 2007. The entrance to Wittenbergplatz Wittenbergplatz is unusually designed. It opened in 1902 as a simple station with two
side platforms, designed according to plans created by Paul Witttig. The station was completely redesigned by Alfred Grenander in 1912, with five faces of the platform accommodating two new lines, one in Dalem today (U3) and the other in Kurfurtendamm, today's Uhlandstra'e (Berlin U-Bahn) on (U1). A provision for the sixth platform
was included, but it was never completed. The redesign also featured a new entrance building that blended with the great architectural styles of Wittenbergplatz and the nearby KaDeWe department store. The interior of the entrance building was rebuilt after significant military damage during World War II, this time in the modern style of
the 1950s. This continued until the early 1980s, when the interior was retro-updated back to its original style. The Wittenbergplatz station was presented in the London-style Roundel-type station sign in 1952, the 50th anniversary of Berlin's U-Bahn. Today's station is the interchange between the U1, U2 and U3 lines. The lower
Gleisdreieck platform on the U2 Higher Gleisdreieck platform at U1 Station Name Gleisdreieck (Rail Triangle) resembles a construction that can only be imagined today. Wye was built in 1902. Plans for the redesign were made soon after, because wye is already out of date. The accident on September 26, 1908, killing 18 to 21 people,
was the last straw. The redesign and expansion of the Turmbahnhof, during which the station was still used, took until 1912. After World War II, the station was commissioned on October 21 (lower platform), and on November 18 (upper platform), 1945. However, the service was interrupted again by the construction of the Berlin Wall.
Since 1972, no train is italicized on the lower platform, because the service of U2 was no longer profitable because of the parallel traffic on the U1. The lower platform was relaunched in 1983, The M-Bahn line was built from Gleisdreieck to Kemperplatz station. It was broken down again after the fall of the Berlin Wall, since it prevented
parts of the reopened U2. Since 1993, U1 and U2 trains have been sent back to the station. Tickets berlin and brandenburg with VBB fare zones indicated Berlin public transport is available from many places, automated and non-automated, from BVG, Bahn, and authorized third parties. Passes (tickets) are available in fare classes: Adult
and abbreviated. Children between the ages of six and 14 and large dogs are entitled to a reduction in the rate. Children under the age of six and small dogs travel for free. There are senior discounts in the form of an annual ticket. Residents who have applied and have received a German disability ID card confirming 80% or more of a
disability (ID can be obtained from Versorgungsamt, German Office for Persons with Disabilities), can travel without a pass, including an additional person (as an assistant). A disabled person's IDENTITY card must be available to the owner during the journey. With unemployment in the east averaging 15%, another overall class fare in
Berlin is the S (ocial)-grade. These ID cards are cleared through regular government offices and then performed at the BVG ride-go-through non-automated location. Provided by either the Employment Centre (Arbeitsamt) for non-working residents or Sozialamt for people who are unable to work or are disabled, S-class ride passes
usually limit travel to THE AB zones and must be renewed (a new pass purchased in a non-automated location) on the 1st of each month. Additional passes are available for those who want to bring a bicycle through the public transport system. The bike ride is included in the pass through the student class, which is provided through
universities. For small dogs that can be held there is no additional fare requirement. For every big dog, a reduced fare ride-pass must be purchased. Travel passes, all-day, group passes, and season tickets include the cost of travel for dogs. BVG ride-passes are issued for certain periods of time, and most of them require checking with
punching machines before they are first used. The check shows the date and time of the first use, and where the ticket was checked (in the code), and therefore when the ticket expires. For example, after checking the pass for the whole day allows unlimited use from the time of purchase until 3:00 am the next day. Unlike most others,
Metro, tickets in Berlin are not checked before entering the tram, U-Bahn or S-Bahn stations. However, they are checked by bus drivers at the entrance. On the tram, S-Bahn and Payment checks are used: random checks are carried out inside by plainclothes inspectors who have the right to demand to see each passenger's ticket.
Passengers found without a ticket or an expired/invalid ticket have been fined 60 euros for the incident. The passenger may be required to pay on the spot, and is required on the spot to give a valid address to which the appropriate notice of the fine can be sent (it should not be in Germany). In the third incident, BVG summons the
offender to court because there is now a story of riding without pay. The Berlin fare zone is part of the Verkehrsverbund Berlin-Brandenburg (Berlin-Brandenburg Transit Authority, VBB), which means tickets and fare systems are combined with the surrounding state of Brandenburg. Berlin is divided into three fare zones known as A, B and
C. Area A is an area in the centre of Berlin and is demarcated by the city's S-Bahn ring line. Area B covers the rest of the area within the city's borders, and Zone C includes the immediate surroundings of Berlin. Area C is divided into eight parts, each of which belongs to the administrative district. Potsdam-Mittelmark district is part of the
city district of Potsdam. Tickets can be purchased for certain fare zones, or several zones. Most passengers who live in Berlin buy AB fare zone tickets, while passengers coming from the suburbs need ABC fare zone tickets. If the ticket, which is not valid for travel in the tariff area, is checked by the ticket inspector, the passenger faces a
fine. Short-term tickets for one trip (Einzeltickets) are issued for use within specific fare zones, namely AB, BC and ABC. They are only valid for two hours after the inspection and cannot be renewed. BVG also offers one-day tickets (Tageskarte), which are valid throughout the day when first checked before 3am the next morning. Long-
term tickets are issued with a validity of seven days (7-Tage-Karte), one month (Monatskarten), or one year (Jahreskarte). BVG is in the process of introducing a plastic MetroCard as an annual ticket, which also has additional features. Metrocard also allows passengers to make car rental reservations at certain times, such as on
weekends. It is expected that plastic Metrocards without such features will also be available because they are more durable and environmentally friendly than paper tickets. BVG travel pass offers tickets aimed specifically at non-resident Berlin tourists called WelcomeCard and CityTourCard. WelcomeCards are valid for 48 or 72 hours,
and can be used by one adult and up to three children between the ages of six and 14. WelcomeCards are valid in THE ABC fare zones, and have additional reductions on entry fees to many museums and tourist attractions. Learn more about current prices and descriptions Underground facilities Complete mobile network GSM (GSM-
900 and GSM-1800) for four German carriers exists throughout the system of U-Bahn stations and tunnels. The system was established by 1995 for the E-Plus network and was one of the first subway systems in the world to allow the use of mobile telephone services; by the end of the 1990s, other networks could be used in some areas.
Since 2015, UMTS and LTE are also available to E-Plus and O2 (LTE since 2016) customers, and from 2020 mobile reception in some underground sections will also be available to customers of Deutsche Telekom and Vodafone Germany, with the full reception of the last two telecom operators expected to be implemented by mid-2021.
Many of the cars on the U-Bahn are equipped with small flat screens, which feature news headlines from THEB, weekly weather forecasts and announcements for local businesses. Most major exchange stations have large trading halls with banks, supermarkets and fast food outlets. Unused stations and tunnels there are several stations,
platforms and tunnels that have been built in preparation for future U-Bahn extensions, and others that have been abandoned following planning changes. For example, platforms for the planned U3 in Potsdam Square on the planned line to Weissense have already been provided. It is unlikely that this line, which had the working name U3
ever to be built, so the platforms were partially converted into a venue for events and exhibitions. The U3 number was used to re-number the Krumme Lanke branch, which was part of U1. Line D, today's U8, was designed to run directly under Dresdner Strasse through Oranienplatz in Cottbusser Thor. This segment of the tunnel was
abandoned in favor of a slightly less direct route in order to provide the former Wertheim department store in Moritzplatz directly. We are talking about the construction of a 90-degree curve line between Moritzplatz and Cottbusser Thor stations. The construction of the Dresdner Strasse tunnel was completed only partially to its failure,
resulting in only one route. This tunnel is divided into three parts, as it was blocked by a concrete wall where it crossed the border between East and West Berlin. Another concrete wall separates this tunnel, which currently houses a transformer for the electricity supplier, from the unfinished Oranianplatz station, which is partially located
under the same area. Stralauer Tor is a station on the east bank of the Spree between Varshauer-Strache and Schlesishes Tor stations. It was completely destroyed during World War II. It was opened in 1902 and was renamed Oosthafen in 1924. Today, only racks on the viaduct remain to indicate its location. In the post-World War II
period, it was not considered necessary to restore because of its close proximity to the Strasse Station. Its location was also directly on the border between the Soviet and American sectors. Although the 1946 map of Berlin shows a station renamed Bersarinstrasse in honor of the Soviet general responsible for restoring civilian rule of the
city, this name was later used elsewhere. Nuremberger Platz station was closed on July 1, 1959. It was replaced by two new stations on either side, Augsburger-Strache and the U9 interchange at Ssheernstrasse. Today, there is nothing left of the station, as in its place was built siding of the third track. Another tunnel that once connected
U4 to its original depot and workshop in Otzenstrasse (Schoeneberg) still exists. Communication with Innsbrucker Platz station from the depot was severed when an underground passage on the deep-level motorway was built in the early 1970s; however, the continuation of the Eisakstrash tunnel still exists at a distance of 270 metres and
now ends at the former junction with the Schoeneberg line workshop. Innsbrucker Platz on U10 platforms at five stations, Rathaus Steglitz, Schlostrasse, Walter-Schreiber-Platz, Innsbrucker Platz and Kleistpark, were provided for the planned but never built U10. The U10 platform in Kleistpark has been converted into office space for
BVG. In the U9 and U10, it was planned to use two directional platforms at different levels; U10 tracks were abandoned, resulting in both platforms being used only by U9 trains. Other U10 platforms remain unused and are generally not open to the public. During the construction of the Adenauerplatz (U7) station, which was built in
conjunction with the underpass, platforms were also provided for the planned expansion of U1 from Uhlandstrasse to Theodore-Heiss Platz. A short section of the tunnel was also built before the Centrum International Congress (ICC), under the Messedamm/Neue Kantstra'e junction. This tunnel was built simultaneously with the pedestrian
metro and was also intended for the planned expansion of U1. A section of the tunnel about 60 metres long ends at the site of the planned Messe station adjacent to Berlin's central bus station. The tunnel is used as a warehouse for theatrical props. The U-Bahn dual platforms, similar to those in Schlostrass, were built at Jungfernheide
station for the planned U5 expansion. The unused sides of the platform are fenced off. The ready (U5) section of the tunnel leading towards Tegel Airport is currently used for fire-fighting exercises. The future development of Rathaus Spandau: the western face of the line U7 Berlin chronic financial problems make any expansion not
committed Hauptstadtvertrag-document that regulates the necessary changes to the city as the capital of Germany-unlikely. In addition, there is still rivalry for construction money money U-Bahn and S-Bahn. After the construction boom, hitting its reunion, enthusiasm for further growth cooled; many believe that Berlin's needs are
adequately met by the current U- and S-Bahn. As of 2020, the only proposals that receive serious attention is to facilitate travel under the existing system, such as moving U-Bahn station in Varshauer-Strane closer to S-Bahn station. There are several long-term plans for U-Bahn that do not have a calculated completion time, most of
which include closing short gaps between stations, allowing them to connect to other lines. This will depend on demand and new developments in the surrounding area. The new construction of U-Bahn lines is often the subject of political discussion with the Berlin branches of the CDU, FDP and AfD, which usually advocate the expansion
of U-Bahn, while the SPD, Die Grunen and Die Linke usually advocate the construction of trams instead. Thus, the plans of the Berlin U-Bahn are as follows: the Bundestag station on the line U55 Line Stretch Projects Theodor-Heuss-Platz - Karow-Ost Segment between Uhlandstrasse and Wittenbergplatz can be built further along the
Kurfurstendamm to connect with U7 to Adenauerplatz; the more ambitious plans require that this segment be divided and expanded to its own line, and run from Theodore-Hoiss Platz to U2, through Potsdamer Square and Alexanderplatz, before connecting to S-Bahn in Greifwalder Strache, finishing for a short Weisenzee before splitting
at Karow-Ost and Falkenberg. This new line was tentatively designated U3 until December 2004. This route has been cancelled due to lack of funds, and the route may even take too long, with unnecessary costs. This line will be operated by unmanned trains if U1 is built. Rosenthaler Veg - Stadtrandstra'e After the expansion of U2 in
Punks in 2000, there are plans to continue at Ossietzkyplatz and Rosenthaler Veg. In the west, it is planned to expand from Ruleben to U7, Rathaus Spandau with five more stations to Stadtradstrasse. Only the extension of Rosenthaler Veg approved in the 2030 financial scenario in the Berlin Senate and has a real chance to be
implemented. Krumme Lanke - Ostkreuz In the south, there are plans to expand U3 towards Berlin mexikoplatz station. Despite the fact that it will take only 700 meters of new tracks, the rigid budget provision of the Berlin senate hinders implementation. Discussions are under way on whether to extend U1 to Berlin's Ostkreuz station, the
most important and frequented S-bahn station in all of Berlin. The line can also be extended to Frankfurter Tor. Nollendorfplatz - Innsbrucker Platz No plans to expand the line. Heunov - Berlin Hauptbahnhof August 8, 2009 U55 opened, running from Berlin Hauptbahnhof in Thor is formerly known as Unter den Linden. This is a preliminary
line; part of the long-planned expansion of U5 from Alexanderplatz to the new central station. Its construction is expected to be completed by 2020. The U5 extension, known as Kanzlerlinie (Chancellor's Line), as it will run through the government quarter, is planned to pass through the Rothes Rathaus, along Unter den Linden and Paris
Square, ending in Berlin's Hauptbahnhof. Alt-Tegel - Alt-Marieendorf No plans to expand the line. After the closure of Tegel Airport, U6 will certainly have a branch from Kurt-Schumacher-Platz and continue west to Tegel Airport. However, it will be the actual replacement of the metro to Tegel airport, which is a short extension. Ore -
Staaken Is planned to expand U7 in the northwest to Staaken. Due to the budgetary provision of the Berlin Senate, an extension is not expected until 2050. Discussions were under way on whether to extend U7 to Berlin-Brandenburg Airport, but those plans have already been shelved because the expected patronage was not deemed
high enough to justify such an expansion. However, in light of the ballot initiative to keep Tegel Airport open, Mayor Michael Mueller's governors announced to look at this expansion once again. Hermanstrasse - Merkishes Virtel In the north is discussing the expansion of a large residential complex called Merkishes Virtel. Since there is
only the need for 1.2 kilometers would be a cheap extension of the existing endpoint of Wittenau. Although there is no specific planning at the moment. Rathaus Steglitz - Osloer Strasse there are no plans to expand the line. Falkenberg - Drakestrasse U10 has been in the former 200-kilometer plans since 1955. However, the route runs
from Falkenberg, to Weissen, a cross parallel with the future U3 to Potsdam Square, and then turns 150 degrees towards Innsbrucker Platz and Rathaus-Steglis to head to Drakestrasse (Likherfeld). U10 planning was officially removed from the Berlin Transport Master Plan in 2003 (Measures 2015), and it is no longer considered part of
the public transport network master plan until at least 2030. However, the line has remained part of the Berlin land-use plan since 1994, which means that new construction work on the planned route should take into account the possibility of such a line. Main article of rolling stock: Trains on the Berlin U-Bahn Train type HK U-Bahn,
presented in 2005 by the zurukbleiben bitte! (Hold back, please!): An announcement made on trains before the Berlin U-Bahn doors closes uses 750-volt DC electric trains that run on a standard track (1435 mm (4ft 8 1⁄2 inches) of tracks. power from up before the third rail. To accommodate more numbers without lengthening trains that
would require costly extended platform trains that ran on lines built after World War I should have been wider. Initial trains and lines that continued to operate were assigned to Kleinprofil (small profile), and new, wider trains and lines were assigned to Gro'profil (large profile). The thunder trains are 2.65m (8.7ft) wide and take their power
off down in front of the third rail. This is similar to New York's A Division and B Division, where Department B trains are wider than Division B trains. Although these two profiles are generally incompatible, Kleinprofil trains have been modified to travel along the Grosprofil lines during three periods of economic hardship. Between 1923 and
1927, adapted Kleinprofil trains were used on the Nord-Soud-Ban line and between 1961 and 1978 to compensate for the lack of new Groprofil trains: they were extended by wooden boards to reach the platforms; and their power pickups are adapted to take power from being negatively charged down the face of the third rail rather than
positively charged up the face of the third rail. Since 2017, IK Kleinprofil trains have been operating on the U5 G5 line after the refurbishment of the existing F79 rolling stock was deemed unfeasible. They were extended by metal boards by 17.5 cm (6.9 inches) on each side and increased by 7.5 cm (3.0 inches) to close the gap to the
platforms; their power pickups have been designed reversible to work on both profiles. As of October 2019, IR rolling stock is still in use at U5; it is designed to move trains on the Kleinprofil line after the delivery of the new Groshprofil rolling stock. Since 2007, The Kleinprofil trains run on the U1, U2, U3, U4 and U5 lines; and the Groprofil
trains operated on U5, U55, U6, U7, U8 and U9 routes. Kleinprofil (small profile) A-I train, the first type to be used in Berlin U-Bahn. The Kleinprofil train is 2.30m (7ft 6 1⁄2in) wide, and 3.10m (10ft 2in) tall. When the U-Bahn opened in 1902, forty-two several units, and twenty-one rail cars, with a top speed of 50 km/h (31.1 mph), was built
in the workshop of Warschauer Brukke. Unlike previous test cars, seats were placed along the walls, face inside, which was considered more comfortable. Until 1927, U-Bahn trains had smoking compartments and third-class carriages. The trains were first upgraded in 1928; The A-II cars had only three windows and two sliding doors.
After the city was divided, West Berlin upgraded its U-Bahn trains faster than East Berlin. The A3 type, introduced in 1960, was modeled after gro'profil D and changed regularly every few years. Meanwhile, the A-I and A-II trains were running in East Berlin until 1975, when G-I trains had a top speed of 70 km/h km/h began to travel on the



Telmanplatz-Pankov route. They were superseded in 1988 by the G-I/1 class, which used links that were incompatible with older G-I shipments. After the reunion, the A3 type was again upgraded as the A3L92, the first type of Kleinprofil to use AC induction engines. In 2000, prototypes for the Kleinprofil H variant were built; HK differs from
its gro'profil counterpart in that it is not fully interconnected - the cars are interconnected only in each of the two semi-trains. Since 2005, only HK, G-I/1 and A3/U/L types have been in service. From 2017, new IR-type trains will be commissioned, which will replace the remaining A3L71 models. Like HK-type trains, they will be
interconnected, and as a result of their regenerative braking they will recover up to 20% of the energy they need. Types of trains Kleinprofil 1901-1945 West Berlin 1945-1990 East Berlin 1945-1990 1990 - 1901-1904 A-I 1960-1961 A3-60 1974 G 1993-1993-19931995 A3L92 1906-1913 1964 A3-64 1978-1983 G-I 2005-2006 HK 1924-
1926 1966 A3-66 1983 G-II 2011 4 IK1 5 1928-1929 A-II 1966 A3L66 1986-1989 G-I/1 2018-2019 IK18 1967-1968 A3L67 1972-1973 A3L71 198 The 2-1982 A3L82 Grosprofil (big profile) Play Media F92-type train is quietly approaching the Muckernbrueck Groscprofil train 2.65 m (8ft 8⁄8in) wide, and 3.40m (11ft 1 7⁄8in) high. The first
sixteen units and eight conventional wagons entered service at Nord-Syd-Bahn in 1924, after a year of using modified Kleinprofil trains. Designated B-I, the cars were 13.15 m (43 feet 1 3⁄4 in) length and each had three sliding doors; the large elliptical windows at the front of the train brought them the nickname, Tunneleulen (tunnel of the
an improvised). The upgraded B-II trains were introduced in 1927 and continued to be in use until 1969. The first 18-meter (59 feet 5⁄8 in) C-I trains were trialled in 1926, and two upgrades were made before the end of the decade. The first U-Bahn trains that used aluminium in their design, the C-IV types, were introduced in 1930. Many
Type C trains were captured by Soviet troops in 1945 for use in the Moscow Metro. The first Type D trains, manufactured in 1957, were built of steel, making them very heavy and less efficient; however, the type of DL that followed since 1965 used metals that were less dense, allowing for a 26% weight loss. In East Berlin, D-class trains
purchased from BVG were marked D-I. The difficulties there in trying to develop the E series of trains led, in 1962, to the conversion of the S-Bahn type 168 trains for use on the E-III line. costs have led to retirement in 1994. In West Berlin, the successor to the D-type was the F-Type, which debuted in 1973. They differed from other
models by the presence of seats that were perpendicular to the side of the train; since 1980, they have also become the first U-Bahn trains to use three-thum electricity. In 1995, the original seating returned as series H began to be serviced. H-type trains are characterized by the joining of carriages along the entire length of the train; and
they can only be derailed at the main service warehouses. Since 2005, only F, H and IK-type trains have been in active service. Großprofil train types 1901–1945 West Berlin 1945–1990 East Berlin 1945–1990 1990— 1923–1927 A-IK 1955–1965 D 1956–1957 E-I 1990–1991 F90 1945–1968 1965–1966 DL65 1962–1990 E-III 1992–1993
F92 1924–1928 B-I 1968–1970 DL68 1994–1995 H95 1926–1927 C-I 1970–1973 DL70 1997–1999 H97 1927–1929 B-II 1973–1975 F74 2000–2002 H01 1929 C-II 1976–1978 F76 2017 IK17 1930 C-III 1979–1981 F79 2020 IK20 1930–1931 C-IV 1984–1985 F84 1987–1988 F87 Depots Main article: Depots on the Berlin U-Bahn View of
the Britz service workshop (Bw Britz) Depots of the Berlin U-Bahn fall into one of two classes: main workshops (German: Hauptwerkstätten, abbreviated as Hw); and service seminars (German: Betriebswerkst'tten, abbreviated Bw). The main workshops are the only places where trains can be derailed; they are used for full inspections
required every few years and for any major work on trains. Service workshops are engaged in only minor repairs and maintenance, such as window replacement or graffiti removal. As of 2005, Kleinprofil's only specialized depot is in Gru/Bw Gru, which opened on January 21, 1913. The first Groprofil depot opened in 2023 to serve Nord-
Syd Ban. It has 17 tracks: 2 for the main workshop, and 15 for the service workshop, but its location in the city center prevents further expansion. Due to budget cuts, BVG depot Seestra'e also offers Kleinprofil trains. Two more Groprofil service workshops are located in Friedrichsfeld (Bw Fri) and Bw Britz. There have been other seminars
in the past. The first opened in 1901 in Warschauer Bruck, and was a construction site for most early U-Bahn trains. The separation of the U-Bahn network on 13 August 1961 forced it to close, although it was reopened as a warehouse in 1995. A small depot operated in Krumma Lanca between 22 December 1929 and 1 May 1968; and,
while the network was divided, the U-Bahn of East Berlin used the S-Bahn depot in Schoenewayda, as well as a small service seminar in Rosa-Luxembourg-Platz, which was closed after the reunion. Unfortunate among the safest modes of transport: there have been few accidents in its history. (quote needed) Gleisdreieck: Before and
after its reconfiguration of 1912, the most serious accident occurred at the original Gleisdreieck (rail triangle), where the main and branches of the line were connected by switches, allowing the tracks to cross. On September 26, 1908, the train driver missed the stop signal. As a result, two trains collided at the intersection, one fell from the
viaduct. As a result of the accident 18 people were killed and 21 others were seriously injured. The triangular layout of Gleisdreieck has already been deemed unsuitable for future developments; this incident, and then less serious, caused its reconstruction as a multi-level station, beginning in 1912. (quote necessary) On June 30, 1965, a
train with brake failure stopped on the G-line - today the U9-between the zoologists Garten and Hansaplatz. Not knowing about the faulty train, the mechanic working on the signal tower of the zoonisher Garten, noticed that the signal for the affected site has long been installed on stop. Thinking that it was his fault, after several attempts
he manually overtook the signal, contrary to the rules that strictly prohibited such actions. The next train, which was waiting at the Garten zoologist, then left the station on the same path. Two trains collided due to emergency braking, which could not prevent the accident. One passenger was killed and 97 were injured in the crash. The
mechanic was fined 600,000 Deutschmarks. In October 1972, two trains and a 200m long tunnel were completely destroyed when the trains caught fire; The reconstructed tunnel is clearly different from the old one. Another train burned down in the connecting tunnel between Klosterstrasse and Alexanderplatz in 1987. On July 8, 2000,
the last GI/I train carriage was short-circuited at the rear of Deutsche Oper station. The station's only exit was inaccessible, forcing passengers to run through the tunnel to reach the next emergency exit. The fire also damaged the station, which remained closed until September of the same year. (quote necessary) The Ambassador of
Portugal, Joan Diogo Nunez Barata, presented BVG azulejos (skull paintings) specially designed for the station, by the artist Jose de Guimaraes. The installation of the Portuguese gift to the city was completed on October 30, 2002. The entrance to Victoria-Louise Platz on U4. As a result of the incident at Deutsche Oper, BVG decided to
place an employee at each single-exit station until a second exit was built. Over the next few years, many of these stations, including Britz-Sude, Schillingstrasse, Victoria-Louise Platz, Uhlandstrasse and Theodore-Hoyss Platz, were upgraded with additional outlets. By June The only remaining stations without a second exit, Constancer
Strasse and Rudov, were equipped with second exits. Despite these changes, some passenger organizations, such as Pro Bahn and IGEB, require that stations with exits in the middle of the platform also be equipped with additional emergency exits. Many stations are built this way; meeting these burden requirements will be a heavy
financial burden for both BVD and the city. On 25 March 2003, a particularly costly, albeit no-victim, incident occurred at U6. Planned repairs on the line limited normal communication between Alt-Marieendorf and Kurt Schumacher-Platz; one train operated back and forth between Kurt-Schumacher-Platz and Holjauser Strache, dividing
the platform at Kurt-Schumacher Platz with conventional trains heading back to Alt-Marieendorf. Needing to transmit several stop signals on the route, the driver was given special instructions on how to proceed. Unfortunately, he ignored the signal when entering Kurt Schumacher Platz and crashed into the side of the train heading back
to Alt-Marieendorf. The impact destroyed both trains and caused significant damage to the tracks. Normal service did not resume for two days, and it also took almost 48 hours to remove the two broken trains, which, surprisingly, could still roll on the tracks. (quote necessary) Movies, music and merchandising Berlin U-Bahn has appeared
in numerous films and music videos. By offering access to stations, tunnels and trains, BVG collaborates with filmmakers, although permission is required. Whether it's set in Berlin or anywhere else, U-Bahn has played at least a minor role in a large number of films and television programs, including Emil and Detectives (2001), Otto - Der
Film (1985), Peng! Du Bist tot! (de) (1987) featuring Ingolf Lek, Run Lola Run (1998) and several episodes of Tatort. The previously unused Reichstag station was used to shoot scenes from the films Resident Evil and Balance. The station U Bahn Messe has been used as a cover in the films Hannah and The Hunger Games: Mockingjay -
Part 2. (quote needed) Underwear, used by suggestive Moebius 17, by Frank Eser Lemmer and Joe Preussler from Berlin, tells the story of a U-Bahn train that, once in the Moebius strip, travels through alternate universes after a new line is built. Alexanderplatz plays an important role in Berlin Alexanderplatz - a film of thirteen hour
chapters and one epilogue, prepared in 1980 by Rainer Werner Fassbinder, based on the book OfOblin. Scenes of the film show the re-creation of the station, as it was in 1928 - rather darker and dirtier than in the 21st century. In a surreal two-hour epilogue, Fassbinder turns part of the station into a where people are killed and dissected.
Since 2001 In Berlin, U-Bahn hosted the annual Going Underground Short Film Festival. Short films (up to 90 seconds long) are shown on monitors found on many U-Bahn trains. Passengers on board vote for the festival winner. Sandy Meelping, a former singer of pop group No Angels, shot a music video for her single Unnatural Blonde
at U-Bahn Deutsche Oper station. Keith Ryan, Overground, Boze Onkelz, Xavier Naidoo, Die Fantastischen Vier, and DJ duo Blank and Jones all used U-Bahn and his stations for their videos as well. The musical Linie 1 performed by Berlin's Grips-Theater is fully installed on the stations and trains of Berlin's U-Bahn; a version of the film
was also released. In 2002, BVG collaborated with design students on a U-Bahn underwear project, which they called underwear in English. They used the names of real stations, which, in the context of underwear, turned out to be soft sexy double-anenters: men's underpants wore labels with Rohrdamm (trumpet dam), Onkel Toms
Hutte (Uncle Tom's Cabin), and Krumme Lanke (Crooked Lake); the women had Gleisdreieck (triangle track), and Jungfernheide (virgin heather). After the first series was quickly sold out, several others were commissioned, such as Nothammer (emergency hammer) and Pendelverkehr (shuttle service; although Verkehr also means
communication, and Pendel also means pendulum). They were withdrawn from sale in 2004. See also Berlin S-Bahn Berlin Strashenban Ghost Station List of metro systems M-Bahn metro systems annual passenger travel Links - b d e f h i j Berlin Metro - the largest underground system in Germany. BVG.de Berliner Verkehrsbetriebe
(BVG). Received 2013-09-22. a b c Sahlenspiel 2017 1. Auflage (Statistics 2017 1st edition) (PDF) (German). Berliner Verkerbetribe (BVG). December 31, 2017. Received 2018-03-08. Shomaker, Marcus (2007-03-14). Berlin U-Ban-Streken and Banhef (in German). berliner-untergrundbahn.de archive from the original for 2007-08-08.
Received 2007-09-18. Gesefsberg 2006 der BVG (business report 2006 for BVG) (pdf) (in German). Berliner Verkerbetribe (BVG). May 24, 2007. Received 2007-09-06. Pressemitteilung vom 30.08.2005 (in German). Bvg. 2005-08-30. Archive from the original on February 25, 2007. Received 2007-09-21. O2 provides lte service in Berlin
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